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e t h i c a l  y o g a  g e a r e t h i c a l  y o g a  g e a r

The conscious yogi

Words Kate Duncan and Ally McManus 

Jade Yoga Fusion Mat & Mat Towel

Whenever I roll out the Jade Yoga Fusion Mat, 

a self-love smile creeps across my lips: today, 

I took care of “me” and, thanks to Jade Yoga’s 

sustainability ethos, I also took care of the planet. 

The mat is made from natural rubber tapped from 

rubber trees and is free of PVC and EVA. Plus,  

Jade Yoga plants a tree with every mat sold. The 

mat's grip is seriously impressive; even when beads 

of sweat drip down my nose, I don’t slip and, thanks 

to the mat’s thickness, I can comfortably stay in 

headstand as the crown of my head feels snug 

and supported. When I flow through vinyasa, the 

versatile Mat Towel’s quick-drying material and 

microfibre magic forgivingly wipes up all my sweat. 

It’s also perfect for a restorative class, offering 

extra support under my knees in frog pose or 

doubling as a blanket in corpse pose. For every 

towel sold, Jade Yoga supplies a month of clean 

drinking water to someone in the developing world 

through its partnership with The Water Project. 

Changing the world, one towel at a time. KD   

W: jadeyoga.com

Akasha Meditation Cushion 

Over the years, I’ve tried my best to create a morning meditation practice, 

but I always get swept up in the excitement of the day. That was until the 

Akasha Meditation Cushion started winking at me each morning. When my 

toosh gets treated to a plush velvet seat, how can I resist a few moments 

of stillness? Crafted from pre-loved Mayan textiles that have been sourced 

in Guatemala, the striking embroidered cushion showcases sustainability 

at its best. The insert has been filled with repurposed fabric off-cuts and 

comfortably supports my sit bones while allowing me to tilt my pelvis 

forward, which helps to keep my spine straight and my shoulders back.  

The height of the cushion is perfect and my knees can gently open and rest 

in a supportive cross-legged position. Now, when I crack open my eyes and 

spy the cushion next to my bed, I can’t wait to take a seat and meditate. KD  

W: akashayogapieces.com

The RAD Point Release Kit & Medicine Recovery Rounds

I have a love-hate relationship with self-myofascial release (SMR); mostly it is love, but 

it certainly challenges the boundaries of my body and mind. After discovering the RAD 

Point Release Kit and learning how to use the balls (see p92 for more), my relationship 

with SMR has significantly improved — as have my muscles’ tension and tightness and, 

more importantly, my mental ability to breathe into unpleasant sensations. The RAD Point 

Release Kit contains three different RAD Rounds that, when paired with the RAD Block, 

make for a precise and targeted release. It also contains a Rad Roller, which releases 

points all along my spine without any painful pressure directly on the spine. Working in  

a similar way, the RAD Yoga Medicine Recovery Rounds are softer and perfect for getting 

into the deep layers of the connective tissue found in my calves, 

hip joints, IT bands, glutes, neck, shoulders and back. KD   

W: radroller.com.au

Yoga is about so much more than the physical, yet well-made clothing  

and props can help you feel at ease in your practice. Here are our 

experiences with our favourite ethical, eco-friendly products.

THE WYLDE Balance Pants & Air Top

Made from 100 per cent natural Indian 

cotton, THE WYLDE Balance Pants are 

soft on the skin, light and comfortable to 

wear. The drop crotch makes them perfect 

for sitting cross-legged in meditation and, 

strangely enough, my daily meditations 

are getting deeper and deeper. Have the 

pants been woven with the motivation 

to meditate in mind? The elasticated 

waistband sits relaxed around my hips and 

I love the deep side pockets. THE WYLDE 

uses plant-based pigments and other 

raw materials to create its eco-conscious 

pieces. THE WYLDE Air Top is made from 

100 per cent bamboo crepe that has been 

dyed with umbrella leaf and indigo. The 

soft, light weight of the material makes it 

perfect for meditation and yin yoga. All 

of THE WYLDE garments are free from 

plastic waste and packaged in a reusable 

cotton tote bag. Every design detail has 

been carefully considered with the planet 

in mind, resulting in a harmonious and 

balanced relationship with the Earth. KD  

W: the-wylde.com
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Akasha Yoga Strap

There’s just something about 

walking into a yoga class with the 

Akasha Yoga Strap bound around 

my mat. I’ve been practising asana 

for 10 years; I know yoga isn’t 

about the “ego” or even material 

possessions. The joy I get from 

“showing off” the strap runs 

deeper than that — it symbolises 

a direct exchange of love and 

what’s good in the world. The 

strap, with its striking patterns 

and bright colour palette, has 

been handwoven by local artisans 

in Lake Atitlán, Guatemala. It 

not only preserves the ancient 

Mayan art form of weaving, but it 

creates real change for the locals: 

$5 from every Akasha product 

purchased online is donated 

to communities suffering from 

malnutrition. With more than half 

of the population living below 

the national poverty line, that’s a 

significant contribution — and one 

I share proudly with anyone who 

compliments the strap. KD   

W: akashayogapieces.com


